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 dmg file compatibility and performance of the operating system. Release history OS X Lion is the sixth major release of Mac OS X. It includes several bug fixes and features. It is also the first major release to be a major update, rather than a service release. Reception Critical reception Lion received positive reviews from reviewers. Ars Technica's Tim Stevens was impressed with the new features
and called it "a very solid release". He praised the new features such as Lion's scrolling with the two-finger pinch, new Multi-Touch gestures, Apple's new ink effects for Notes and iMovie, the new Quick Look feature for quickly previewing photo, video, and audio files, the power-efficient A5X chip, and the new features in Safari 5.0. Stevens concluded that Lion "seems to be a release made for the
power users. For all the new stuff that Apple has crammed into the operating system, it's probably the most stable release I've seen in a long time." SlashGear's William Enos also gave the operating system a positive review. He praised Lion's new features such as the updated iCloud feature, the "Quick Look" feature, the increased Mail and Calendar integration, the new multitouch gestures, "Preview

for iCloud" feature, and the improved performance. Enos concluded by saying that "Lion is packed with features that make working with your Mac more efficient and comfortable, so while it's not perfect, it's certainly a worthy upgrade." Macworld's Sarah Paradies praised Lion for the new features it offered, the performance enhancements, and the overall improvements to Mac OS X. She concluded
that "Lion's a huge improvement over Snow Leopard and a solid upgrade for anyone who's been on Leopard for any length of time." David Pogue of The New York Times also reviewed the operating system, calling it "stunningly sleek" and praising it for its polish and design. He also noted that the operating system "is an evolutionary improvement over Snow Leopard." He went on to say that he "liked

the new features, especially Notes and Mail, [but] I’d have liked to see more competition in the Mail app." In spite of his praise for Lion, he was less impressed with the iCloud feature, calling it "nickel-and-dime software". Many reviewers noted that Lion was noticeably different from Snow Leopard, commenting on its sleek appearance, 82157476af
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